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Introduction

• Research about mobility justice and bike advocacy in Los Angeles
• Fieldwork at UCLA as Visiting Graduate researcher in 2018
• Complementary interviews in 2022
• 4/8 advocates had lost close ones to car-based violence or been 

subject to it (best friend, big brother as a child, grandfather, self)
• Advocates with different identities

• Different levels of privilege
• Different levels of subalternity



Methods

• Mixed methods: 
• GIS
• Descriptive statistics
• Iterative Phronetic research (Tracy, 2020)
• Mobile ethnography
• Qualitative interviews with bike advocates

• In-person, dialogical during 2018
• Complementary interviews 2022 ( zoom interviews)



(LA) Context



Understanding of the Urban Space in LA…

• LA embodies discourses of modernity, folklore of freeway (Avila, 2014)

• “LA school”, spatial justice, Thirdspace, postmodern city (Soja)

• The American dream
• New Technologies, Cars and streetcars ( Wachs, 1984 & Fogelson, 1967)
• Cheap land (Hise, 1999)

Wachs, 1984

Wachs, 1984



Mobility Justice

Source: The Untokening (2018)
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Representations of space



How do we represent mobility 
(in)justice?

And how do we experience the (Bike)space?



Riding with the advocates

• Tour de Laemmle 220 Km in a day 
• For a pair of socks

• Ride of remembrance for victims  of Pulse massacre

Strava screenshot
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A planner’s representation

• Heatmap of bicycle collusions, age, gender, and ethnic  distribution 
2013-2018

• Most Victims are young, male, and POC



Community representation ( memory and healing)

Author: Areli Morales
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Car-based violence and Trauma



Policy objectives and political 
representation







Conclusion
• Trauma is the common experience of bike advocates in LA
• Based on perspective ( knowledge and body)

• Some want mobility justice
• Some want infrastructure for all
• Legitimation happens through knowledge
• Legitimation happens through bodies

• Highlight the tensions
• Subalternity v privilege
• Subjectivity v objectivity
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